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"Topical Analysis of the Content

of Literature Discussions"

The TACL instrument
1974

This section discusses the categories and subcategories of

the TACL instrument, developed for the Identification and classifica-

tion of literary and non-literary topics which ensue during a dis-

cussion of a specific literary work In a secondary school classroom.

The TACL instrument has been developed by studying a variety of posi-

tions about the purposes and procedures of literature study at the

secondary school level (Chapter 2), by reviewing existing instruments

for analyzing classroom interaction which Contain categories relevant

to *.44) content of classroom discourse (Chapter 3), by reviewing instru-

ments for analyzing an individual's oral or written response to a

literary work (Chapter 3), and by conducting Initial studies of tran-

scriptions with several classroom discussions of John Steinbeck's short

story "Flight" (Chapter 4).

The description of the TACL Instrument includes three separate

issues. First, it considers the transcription of the classroom dis,-

cussion and identifies and defines the various units. of discourse In

the written transcription which are submitted to analysis. Second,

it discusses the derivation of the categories and subcategories of

the TACL Instrument. Third, it considers the TACL instrument and

Identifies and defines the various categories and subcategorlis that

form its several divisions; Examples of:the units of discourse and

of the-categories and subcategories thmt constitute the TACL Instru-

ment are Included in appropriate places.

The Units of Discourse of aJranscription
: of a Lesson In Literature

. Smith and. Maux In their studiot of the logic and strategies

of teaching refer to a transcription of-eplassroorad1scusslonand

its di4isiona by using the terms total discourse, utterance, Apir$410

121120.4 and ye9turtel With certain minor ModlrfiCatfons

slat-these terms aro7Assed InthisAttudy'tiOdentify:-th

andAts,divisiOns:-. The,definitions of theterms::0f11ow. The specific'.

modifications that have teen made for this 'study are-`presented In

'Smith and Meux, A Siggf.ALIV140414.24,T2WID.S' pp. 0-28, paaslm
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parentheses following each definition.

Total Discourse

The total discourse Is the verbal behavior occurring during

a particular period of time, usually an entire classroom period. (In

this study the completion and conclusion of the discussion of the :

short story "Flight" constitutes the total discourse, rather than a-

specific. period of time such as a single classroom period. Some

teachers complete the discussion within a classroom period; others

make use of an extended classroom period to suit the anticipated needs

of the discussion; and others extend the dIscusAon over several days.

In one Instance, a teacher discussed two short stories in a single

classroom period, In which case the total discourse Is that portion of

the classroom period in which "Flight" is discussed.)

Utterance

An utterance Is the verbal behavior.of one person at one point

In the tots( discourse. A new utterance is determined by a change In

speaker.

Stater.eni

A statement is an identifiable and isolatable portion of an

utterance, usually a sentence or a sentence equivalent. One statement

may constitute a complete utterance. (In this study a statement Is

always represented on the written transcription by'a sentence or a

sentence equivalent. In other words, a period or another end punctua-

tion mark always determines the end of a statement.)

folsode.

An episode is a unit of discourse composed of or more

utterances which comprise a completed. verbal transaction usually be-

tween two or more speakers, although a monologue or a portion of

utterance can be vensidered a complete episode. A new episode. is

determined by a' shift in what the speaker theakeril is ii.re7 talking

abou,_which,maybe-a new aspect of a topic, a specific pert of .0 topic

or a complete change In (Shith:ind .ikmor:=.141. 4b4W-4Stia
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distinguish between monologues /lengthy solitary discourses, usually

lectures, by a teacher or a student, not involving dialoguiland epi-

sodes. In this study these distinctions are not maintained; both

monologues and dialogues are divided into episodes, where appropriate.)

In addition to the above.terms, Smith and Meux Identify the

term venturel, which refers to a unit of discourse composed of several

episodes dealing with a single topic and having one overarching objec-

tive. It contains fewer utterances than the total discourse. This

concept, however, is not central to the purposes of this study and,

consequently, Is not included in this discussion or in the illustra-

tions below.

Examples of statements, utterances, and episodes follow.

Appendix 5 includes copies of the transcriptions of the total dis-

courses of the four discussions used In this study. Episode designa-

tions are indicated on these transcriptions.

Teacher: (3e) Alright. (4a) The
question is: When did
Pepe feel that he had
become a man. (b) That's
the first part. (c) When
did you think he felt that
he'd become a man?

Rob: (d) Well, I think he felt
he'd become a man after he
killed the guy or stabbed
the fellow with the
knife. (e) And everybody
sort of ganged 00 00 him
and said you've really
done a bad thing. (f)

So only men do bad things
like thai, and h9 accepted
that.

Teacher; (g) Uh huh. (5a) Steve,
do you agree with that?

(Statements 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d,
4e, 4f, and 4g constitute a
complete episode. Statements
3e, 4a, 4bo and 4c constitute
a complete utterance. There
are three utterances illustrated.
Statement 3escloses Episode 3,
and Statement 5a begins Epi-
sode 5 In this portion of the
transcription.)

The Derivation of the-Categories and .

Subcategories of the TALI. Instrument

Despite the preponderance of research in th*.areas of 'observe

atIon of classroom interactim and ofJlterary reiPonse, the*TACI.

ISMith and Meux, A Study of the Stratenies, of Teachings pp. 5-20os
passion,.
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Instrument is prototypic and unique. In Chapter 3 it has been demon-

strated that to this time no instrument, either for the analysis of

classroom interaction or for the analysis of literary response, has

been developed which is specifically designed to obtain the kind of

information required in this study. Although antecedent research in

these areas provides both the background and the opportunity for the

development of the TACL Instrument, previously developed instruments

do not provide specific information about the substantive categories

and subcategories themselves.

As a consequence, the categories and subcategories of the

TACL Instrument have been derived by'other means: by an examination

of documents relevant to the teaching of literature at the secondary

school level, a summary of which is presented in Chapter 2, and by

an initial study conducted by the investigator with transcriptions

of classroom discussions of a literary work.

In a review of documents relevant to the teaching of litera-

ture at the secondary scloo: level, it beEaM47Clear that certain

controversies exist in reference to the existence of disciplinary

overlap and In reference to the several possible approaches to the

study of literature, which in this study are identified as emphases

upon the text, upon the content of the text, and upon the respondent

to the text. A subsequent review of existing analytical instruments

indicated that none has been designed to examine specifically or

directly these controversies.

In initial stages of the study several transcriptions of

classroom discussions of "Flight" were obtained In order to examine

these identified controversies about the teaching of literature at

the secondary school level. A scheme by which the controversies

could be examined In the classroom context emerged during the pilot:

stage of the study, and this scheme functions as an antecedent for

the TACL instrument.

The Categories and 'Subcategories
of the TACL Instrument

The Instrument for the Topical Analysis of the Content of

Literature Discussions includes four major categories. They are
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Position, Nature, Stance, and Subject categories. Position categories

Indicate the context in which the statement is made. Nature categories

indicate the type of statement made. Stance categories indicate the

perspective from which the statement Is made. Subject categories

indicate the categorized content of the statement.. In most instances,

each statement of the total discourse is classified in terms of each

of the four major categories.

Specific details aboUt how the categories and subcategories of

the TACT. Instrument provide information about disciplinary overlap and

about the different approaches to the study of literature are contained

In Chapier 5, which concerns the analysis of the data provIde(Lby the

application of the TACL Instrument to four transcriptions of classroom

discussions of "Flight."

Presented below is additional information about the major cate-

gories, including Identification and definitions of the respective

subcategories of each of the major categories, examples of the sub-

categories, and cues and criteria for making categorical designations.

Position Category.

There are two subcategories of the Position category which

consider the context of the statement. These subcategories indicate

whether or not the statement makes reference to the short. story

"Flight," the literary work being discussed. The subcategories desig-

nate Extrinsic statements and Intrinsic statements.

Extrinsic statements are statements which occur outside the

context of "Flight," the literary work being discussed. They are

statements about anything exsept the short story "Flight." Often

they are preliminary to Intrinsic statements.

intrinsic statements are statements which OccuriOthin the

context of "Flight," the literary work being discussed.. They may

refer to. any aspect or implication Of the short stopr"Flight."

Although It Is difficult to summarize specific differences

betwean an Extrinsic and an'intrinalc designation, exparlences with

actual transcriptions indicate that these distinctions can be readily

determined. Examples of Position subcategories foll04



Extrinsic Statements

(la) Well, in the story that we
asked you to read for today, I

know that some of you have come
into contact with John Steinbeck,
probably back In grade nine or
ten with The Red Pony.

(lb) You may have noticed some
vague similarities between that
story (The Red Pony) and this
one called "Flight."

(27a) Technically, you're not
considered a non really until
you reach the magic age of, I

guess, It's eighteen now.

(50f) I know If I had to go live
on my own, and I only had a cer-
tain amount of money I could
never do it. (g) Because, you
know, there are so many things
that I take for granted at home
with money. (h) You know, like
every little thing, like dry
cleaning, you know, and every-
thing. (i) And if I were on my
own, I might have to be paying
for all this.

Intrinsic Statements

(7a) How does he feel when she
sends him on this journey?

(7b) Well, he feels, perhaps,
a little reluctant.

(19s) Are we debating the fact
of what a man is like or when
Pepe thought he became a man?

(19b) Maybe they're both tied
together.

(21a) But I think it's from a
different connotation In the
story though.

(99a) The dark shadows are on one .

level fairly understandable but -

perhaps they are intentionally
vague. (b) They're always there
waiting. (c) His mother warns
him about them, and It's implied
that they. eventually do got him.

93,

(Although the speaker refers
to the author and to one of
his works, his frame of ref-
erence Is outside of "Flight,"
the selection being discussed.)

(Again, the frame of reference
Is outside the selection being
discussed. Had the state-
ment read... "between 'Flight'
and that one called The Red
Pony," the statement could
be classified Intrinsic.)
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Nature Category

There are four subcategories of the Nature category which

consider the type of statement made In a discourse. These subcate-

gories designate Procedural statements, Extraneous statements,

Parahrenents, and interpretive statements.

Procedural statements are statements which lack substantive

content; which function primarily as filler to move discussion along;

or which concern classroom management and organization, discussion

procedures and purposes, motivational devices, and similar matters.

Extraneous statements are statements which are Irrelevant to

the discussion in progress. They are statements which do not refer

to classroom procedure and which can be omitted from tha discourse

without modifying in any significant way the character or the progress

of the discussion. Interruptions to the discussion, such as responses

to a classroom visitor, are designated E <traneous. There are very few

Extraneous statements in a total discourse.

Paraphrasable statements are statements which ask for informa-

tion about what happens in the literary work being discussed or which

are made in response to questions about what happens in the literary

work being discussed. They are simple factual recall statements and

do not require, or allow, inference or interpretation on the part of

the respondent.

Interpretive statements, which constitute a vast,majority of

the statements made in a total discourse, are statements which ask

for, require, or indicate the need for Inference.or interpretation

about the short story being discussed and about anything else.

There are several general characteristics of, and general

criteria for determining, Procedural, Extraneous, Paraphrasable, and

Interpretive statements which can be noted at this tithe.

1. Statements which are designated.as Extrantoui or Procedural

are not classified by Stapes and Subject desio-notions.

2. Extraneous statements are normally designated Extrinsic.

Procedural statements are designated intrinsic or Extrinsic

dependilg.upom the context in which the Procedural statement

Is made.

Statements which primailly facilitate-classroom discussions
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such as John (calling on t particular student), alright, okay,

uh huh, yes, I don't know, and the like, even though they may

suggest either positive or negative reinforcement or may ad-

vance the discussion to some degree, are designated Procedural

statements.

4. Imperative sentences made by the teacher are generally desig-

nated Procedural statements.

5. Paraphrasable statements can be made in reference to any

literary work.

6. Paraphrasable statements can be generally detected by words

such as hob when, where, who, or their equivalents when

they refer to a character or to an event In'the literary work

being discussed. The answers to these questions must be

stated In'the literary work; they cannot be Inferences made

from statements in the literary work.

7. Only events, Occurrences, statements, and the like in the

literary work being discussed.or in another literary work

may be paraphrased. At certain times a student or the

teacher may "paraPhrise" a statement made by another student.

In this scheme, however, such "paraphrases" are not Identified

as Paraphrasable statements; they are classified in the same

manner that the original statement Is classified, If the

Identical classification remains appropriate.

8. Paraphrasable statements generally anticipate interpretive

statements.

9. in. the TACL InstruMent there Is no attempt to classify inter-

pretive statements into subcategories for Offerent kinds of

interpretations such as causal, conceptual, evaluative, Infer-

ential, definitional, reason, and the.like.

10. Interpretive statements can be generally detected by such

words as Amend its equivalents and by heri,dtii where, and

who when they refer to phenomena external to thillterary

work being discussed or when they refer to phenomena

must be Inferred from the details included in the literary

work being discussed.,

Examples of Nature subcategories folloW.
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Procedural Statements

(2c) And I was wondering, perhaps,
If you'd like to start with one
of those issues raised in those
eight questions or with something
else.

Extrinsic

(45J) That's good. (k) That makes
sense, I think.

Extrinsic

(5a) Steve, do you agree with that?
Intrinsic

(22d) I don't know.
Intrinsic

(6a) Weil, let's look at the
beginning of the story then.

Intrinsic

(19e) Are we debating the fact of
what a man is like or when Pepe
thought he became a man?

intrinsic

(19c) As you're reading the story,
you're bringing some of your feelings
to it about what is a man.

intrinsic

Extraneous Statements

(119d) Gangrene of the tongue.
Intrinsic

Girl: (8a) Dopey chairs.
Teachers., (8b) It's all right.

EXtrinsio

(Interruptions' Knock at door.)
ChuCk: (14a) Go away.
Teachers:. (104erson-sf:door.):(b)

haven!tlot my list*:
with me. (c) Weil, she

t3.,4100t:here.,

P,...44),,w4!..411.44;:fii6Wi,fi. it*3ui"
anti it.'nail.,-isnCrind out we-hayen't

I I

(This statement by a student
is an attempt at humor, is
Irrelevant to the topic being
discussed, and is designated
Extraneous.)

(These tfaiements concern a
mishap with a chair which tips
over during the discussion.).

1__Otat.Mont,Aql,refOrs tq the
recording equiplent.)
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Paraphrasable Statements

(6b) Why does he set out for town?
(o) What happens? (d) What things
lead him to the knife fight?

Intrinsic

(6e) Well, he's got this knife
which he plays with all the time
at home. (f) And his mother sends
him Into town for some supplies.
(g) And he gets into a fight in
town and uses his knife and kills
this fellow.

Intrinsic

laterpretive Statements

(7a) How does he feel when she
sends him on the Journey?

intrinsic

(7b) Well, he feels, perhaps,
a little reluctant.

intrinsic

(16a) What sort of things do you
think the guy said to him?

Intrinsic

(16b) Well, he must have called
him.... (d) Whet do they call
Mexicans? (e) Whatever they
call them.

Intrinsic

(99e) The dark shadows are on one
level fairly understandable but
perhaps they are intentionally
vague.

Intrinsic

(The questions are directly
answered In the text of
"Flight," and the student
Provides a simple recall of
these details. They are In-
trinsic, as all Paraphrasable
statements must be.)

(The question and the student's
answer require inference froM
the text of "Flight,")

(John Steinbock, the-Outho.Of
"Flight," doeS'not state the
names that Pepe was called;

.

therefore, these Statements'
are necessarily inferential
and are designated Interpretive.
Had the author provided this
information, then the state-
ments would be classified
Paraphrasable. Of coursefAte--
question would have been worded,

. differently,)
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(27d) That's society's judgmett.
Extrinsic

(28a) How does it fit into yours?
Extrinsic

(28b) I suppose that really isn't
valid. (c) Being a man, that's
an awfully hard thing to define.

Extrinsic

(50f) I know If I had to go live
on my own, and I only had a cer-
.tain amount of money I could
never do It. (g) Because, you
know, there are so many things
that I take for granted at home
with money. (h) You know, like
every little thing, like dry
cleaning, you know, and every-
thing. (1) And if I were on my
own, I might have to be paying
for all this.

Extrinsic

(The term society, refers to

the reader's society, not to
Pepe's, or the one depicted
In "Flight.")

Stance Category

There are four subcategories of the Stenwcategory which

consider the perspective from which the,statement Is mode: Thewsubsi

categories designate Selection,statempntsiAuthor stptimentai,,/101pf:

statements, and Real Statements derived .from.4he assumption:: y,

that there are two Ostia& "worlds" which can be identified in'll+arerf-

study. They are the Imaginary "world" of flotion,and of.ort'0011C,

real "world" of nnd:P4000P4W.

Selection statements are statements uhich refer: twor.,00.00r,

Wi th in the context of the fictional' "owldr of "Fjight," the. literary

work being- discussed.: These, statements: pre bounded av: *art Of 6.,

real of "Flight" and refer tii'aitentSi .006140+0es, .inefipliKOs

exl a+ I ilthlh fhit reality..- They,-ii*hOt.00Ceiaat4ly :p4t414i,til .4

thing c9taidovol!,11 ltseiti-, a l though: Oritilepoodeitoee. and pare!

may *silo. between -occurrences '00-, Characters i iv- !II It)* occurrences

and characters'in the real "world."-

...*01101t4hOMpantkiarCaletiments J4r.1104...raier _to*Joccut:lolttli n

fictional context lOrgar-ttiwillie 04410,41,,toiricil.,44.11Fitext -<ti4ccontext
bOlog,'OsoUstrod': 'Th!*,,cofttoWti:16_1$0,00ottst
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of John Steinbeck's entire written corpus/ excluding specific

reference to "Fli:M."

Artist statements are statements which refer to or occur

within a fictional or imaginative context larger than the "world"

of John Steinbeck's written corpus. This context le the context

of art itself, of artistic and imaginative creation, both verbal

and nonverbal.

Real statements are statements which refer to or occur

within a context which is both different from and larger than

the literary work and its "world," the author and his "world,"

and art and its "world." This context is the world of reality,

of that which exists beyond artistic and imaginative creation.

It is the world of the student, of students, of the actual,

of the everyday. Real statements include all statements which

are not logically contained within the context of "Flight,"

of John Steinbeck's corpus, or of art. Statements about an

author's life are designated Real statements, even though they

may occur at a time different from the present. The validity

or the truth of a Real statement does not influence Its Real

designation.

Selection, Author,. and Artist statements refer. to events,

characters, and places which occur within an imaginative con..

struct; Real statements refer to events, characters, and places

which occur cr which are believed to occur at some point In

time in the actual world. The relationship between Selection

statements, Author statements, Artist statements, and Real

.statements are vlsualized In Figure I. .A space occurs between

the Real designation and other designations In order to differ-

'intletethe Real designation from those-0019110101s which refer

to imaginative constructs.
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FIGURE I

VISUALIZATION OF STANCE DESIGNATIONS

Real

There are several general characteristics of, and general

criteria for determining, Selection, Author,. Artist, and Real

statements which can be noted at this time.

I. Selection statements are always classified as intrinsic.

Author, Artist, and Real statements may be classified as

Extrinsic or intrinsic.

2. Paraphrasable statements are classified as Selection state-

ments if they paraphrase "Flight," the literary work being

discussed. They are classified as Author statements if

they paraphrase another work written by John Steinbecki

They are classified as Artist statementOf they paraphrase

a work by another.author or artist.

3. Statements about an author's life or his experiences are

designated as,RWAstatomente.

4. The criteria of validity and truth do not 101:Mince the

designation of Real statements.

Example's of Stance SUbCategotles 'follow.
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Selection Statements

(37a) I think his mother sort of
hindered his development into man-
hood because she sort of stressed
the fact that it was more like a
matter substance, sort of like
the topic of freedom.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(4c) When did you think he felt
that held become a man?

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(6b) Why does he set out for town?
(c) What happens? (d) What things
lead him to the knife fight?

Intrinsic, Paraphrasable

(99a) Thedark shadows are on one
level fairly understandable but
perhaps they are Intentionally
Vague.

Intrinsic, interpretive

(4a) Why did he associate that
with manhood?

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(00) My Idea is that he considers
himself a man when his mother
asks him to go to town.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

Author Statements

(10 welt, In the story that we
asked you to read for today, I

know that U1440 of you .have come

lotc. ontact with John Stein-.
beck, probably back In grade'
nine.or ten with The lied ,Pony.

Extrinslc,"InterpretIve

(Clauses such as Did you think
and I think that must be analyzed
carefully. Generally, they
are, in terms of content, If
notin grammar, subordinate to
the content of'the dependent
clauses which follow. In 4c
the emphasis Is upon Pepels
feeling that held become a
man, rather than upon the
reader's thinking it. Hence,
it Is a Selection statement.)

ti

(Here the emphasis Is on Stein-
beck's work, his corpus, rather
than on the man himself; hence,
It is an.Author statement.
Had the'statement Implied that
the emphasis Is on,Stelnbeckl$
life or biography, the state-
ment would be designated Meal.)
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(31a) Well, Steinbeck Is
obviously concerned with man-
hood: what it Is, how you
reach it, and what you do
when you reach it, and how do
you cope with that. (b) What
do you think he would say is
a man?

Intrinsic, interpretive

(31g) Possibly this could be
Steinbeck's definition or
part of a definition, I

think. (h) Of what manhood
Is or the drastic change be-
tween being a boy and being
a man. (i) Making a decision.

Intrinsic, interpretive

(57d) Most of his books do,
like gtpplA of Wrath and
The Red Pony, and all of
them do too.

Intrinsic, interpretive

(56g) That's definitely in-
stinct when he goes out and
tries.... (h) He's not sure
what's after him, but he
knows somebody Is for his
pearl. (I) That's instinct.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(106c) Grandfeiher's life
ended when that westering
stopped. (d) And Jody
becomes aware of this In
his grandfather. (0) The
sense of change and alt0a-
tion, not necessarily for
the better. .

intrinsic, interpretive

(87f) Steinbeck's more
descriptive, so I think he
wanted to put In all the
description before.

intrinsic, Interpretive

Artist Statements

(84a) It reminds me.a bit of

intrInS

..

ico interpretive.

I

(Statements 56g-I refer to
Steinbeck's The*Peari.)

(Statements 106c-lo refer to
Steinbeck's "The Leader of
the People. ")
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(2b) And there are two main
problems, I suppose, to the
writer when dealing with a
short story. (c) One of
them Is setting the problem,
and the other one Is solving
it.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(79b) What are the differences
between Dave's resolution of
the problem and Steinbeck's?

intrinsic, interpretive

(88e) That's a particularly
difficult Issue In writing,
I think. (f) That whole
businesz of description.

Intrinsic, interpretive

(107f) in peart of Darkness,
for example, there are three
women in bleat uh, who knit.
(g) And he looks on them as
the three fates, watchers at
the gate of death.

Intrinsic, (f) Paraphrasabie
(g) Interpretive

(168a) There are all kinds of
cinematic possibilities with
this short story, just as we
talk of these images flitting.
In and out throughout the story.

Intrinsic, interpretive

Real Statements

(3a) How did you react to these
questions after you finished the
.story?

Extrinsic, Interpretive

(450) is this going to prepare
you for, let's say, being out
and having your own place?

Extrinsic, Interpretive

(49c) I think the thing I'm
scared of., I guess, is people
trying to give ma a bad time.

Extrinsic, Interpretive'

(SO it's an awful sudden way
to bomants men, 1-supposi.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(The phrase after you finished
the story does not suffIc190-
iy limit the kinds of reactions
the teacher requests to desig-
nate the statement as Intrinsic.)
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(9a) I'd say that killing a
fellow didn't justify manhood.
(b) Rather I think It maybe
showed a lack of being a
man. (c) Like the very
opposite.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(13f) Well, I don't want to'talk
about myself, but if I'm going
into town, 1 don't say, "Well,
gee, can I wear my blue jeans
and my jean-jacket, you know."

Intrinsic, interpretive

(60f) That's sort of in anybody,
their eyes sort of signify, you,
know, what their purpose is, or
what the person is about.

Intrinsic, interpretive

(91a) isn't it against the
Catholic religion to commit
suicide?

Intrinsic, Interpretive

(91c) .You're not supposed to
take your own life, only God...
God gave you your life and
only God can take it away.

Intrinsic, Interpretive

Subject Category

. There are seven subcategories of the Subject category which

indicate the categorized content of statements made In vtotal dis-

course. The subcategories detignate Literary statements02Normertive_

statementsolAycholocical statements, Sociocultural statements,

1111tOrjciments BlograPhical statements, and Philosophical:

statements.

It should be stated in generarandin brief that these Cater

gories are formed in broad wtye; thei,indicate on*OlnarY

flon rather than aspeclalized.one. ,Thereforat-A category will lack

the rigor end the specificity that theorists, practitioners, and

specialists working in that particular-flOitmay wanti;t041*it.

For example, statementsdesignatedin:this study asSyChological may

not necessarily be litOlge'lh.014 *Mt 01P010109tiffOnai waft' them

to.e4.'' A term such as psychologizjnctis perhaiwplirsor tothe:concept
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and the category than the term psyshaloical and would have been used

to designate the subcategory had there been similar usages to identify

the other Subject subcategories.

Literary statements are statements which are artistic and

formalistic in nature. They concern such topics as artistic structure

and form; artistic content:end theme; evaluation of a work of ert; and

semantic, generic, and symbolic (including mythic end archetypal)

qualities. They may refer to the selection being studied; to other

selections, either generally or individually, by the author being

studied or by other authors; or to other verbal and nonverbal works of

art. They are generally limited to artistic and imaginative matters.

Normative statements are statements which concern values,'

ethics, and human conduct and are characterized by the actual or

implied use of words such as should and ouchtand their equivalents.

They may refer to the selection being studied (or to a character In

the selection); to other selections, either generally or individually,

by the author being studied or by other authors.(or to a. character in

these selections or to the authors of these selections); to other

verbal or nonverbal works Of art (or to characters in them 01.,,to the

creators of them); or to actual people in thereSeyWorlde' Normative

statements are not limited :to artistic and imaginative matters; in fact,

they often indicate a non - artistic and non - imaginative use of artistfc,

and Imaginative matters.

Psychological statomeOs are statements which concern concepts

such as human behavior, development, motivation, personality, emotions,

actions, learning, identity, attitudes, perception, Cognition, and the

like. The emphasis is upon the individual (either sScharatterin a

work of art0he creator Of the work of art, or the reader of the

work of art) and his relationship tc011aphysicei.and human'envIron,

ment. In the TACLAnstrumenttha-pSycholOgicai aspects of the creative

act and Process and. the therapeutic and cathartic effectiuotAltera-

ture-ere designated as Psychological PSychp100441 statements may-

be made about a charaCterin the-Selection-being4tudlidli'ebout

characters in other works of art by the author being studied or by

'another author, abOUt 'ffia- author of th&SilectiOn-being;ifid(id,

the erectors of other works-Of art, abopt the Nader, or about
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individuals in general. Psychological statements are not limited to

artistic and imaginative matters; in fact, they often Indicate a non-

artistic and non - imaginative use of artistic and imaginative matters.

Sociocultural statements are statements which concern the

social dimensions of human beings as they interact, form relationships,

develop patterns of actions, create cultures, establish and act in

groups, make laws, and the like. Whereas Psychological statements

consider man as an individual, Sociocultural statements emphasize

his associative and Interactive dlmentions and the patterns he creates

to enhance these dimensions. In the TACL instrument statements about

family structures, political organizations, legalistic policies,

economics, anthropology, culture, institutions, and the ,like are desig-

nated as Sociocultural statements. In addition, statements which

depict or describe general attitudes about life are designated Socio-

cultural statements. Sociocultural statements may be applied to social

phenomena depicted in the selection being studied, in other selections

written by the author or by other authors, or In other works of art;

in the life and times of the author of the selection being studied

and of other authors and artists; and in the life and times of the

reader himself and of society In general. Sociocultural statements

are not limited to artistic and imaginative matters; in.fact, they.

often Indicate a non-artistic and non-imaginative use of artistic

and Imaginative matters.

Historical statements are statements which emphasize chronology:

and actual time and which.concern and attempt to explain and to under

stand actual, datable, locatable, and,theoretically-yerifiable events, .r

occurrences, and facti. Although literature is imaginative and M..,

tional, it can provide. an important glass for actualoccurrencesvand

Historical statements capitalize on these relationships between fiction:

and facto Historical statements may refer±to'eVenfi(depicted:pithe-,

selection being studied; toevents depicted'in other setectiOns'bv

the author or by,other authors; to eventi-depictedin:orther-voriwof

art; to events whiCh occurred to the authOrorto Other authors; Ib

events in the reader's own life; ancUto-events,which constitute the

history; the record, the past, of an actual period of ti*ThlefOriCaV

"'statements are not; limited to artistic and imaginative. 'otters ,fact,~
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they often indicate a non-artistic and non-imaginative use of artistic

and Imaginative matters.

Biographical statements are statements which consider the

history of an individual. In most instances Biographical statements'

are statements about the past and present events In the Ilfe of the

author of the literary selection or of the reader of the selection.

Biographical information about other authors Is usually classified

as Historical statements. There are occasions and creative Inter-

pretive patterns In literature In which events in the author's life

become 'fictionalized as events In a work of art. Statements about

these biographical Implications are designated as Biographical state-

ments. Although Biographical statements, primarily refer to events

in real life, there are certain °cottons, to be discussed In the list-

ing of gene-rat characteristics of and criteria for Subject categories

which follow these definitions, when Biographical statements can be

appropriately used In artistic and imaginative matters.. Biographical

'statements are not limited to artistic and Imaginative matters.

Philosophical statements are statements which deal with

epistemological, logical, and ontological matters such as the nature

and origin of knowledge and existencevthe use of evidence and of

logic In thinking; the nature of truth, of belief, and of definition;

the conditioni necessary for justifidation, and the like.

Generally, Philosophical stateMent!.r(ifer.to the arguments

presented by the author In the textof the selection being discussed:

or to the arguments used by the discussants to comprehend and to

analyze the author's Meaning.., Philosophical statements are second

order considerations which focus upon the nature of meaning, knowledge,

belief, and truth themselves rather than upon particular and Individual

meanings, information, beliefs, and truths that are revealeciin partic-

ular and Individual statements.. Philosophical statements are not

limited to artistic and lmaginatIve'metters.

Themare several general characteristics of, and, general

criteria for determining, Literary, Normative, Psychological, Sock''.

cultural, Historical, Biographical, and Philbsophical statements which

can be noted at this time.
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Literary Statements

I. An important and perhaps an essential cue for determining

Literary statements and for distinguishing Literary state-

mentu from Psychological, Sociocultural, Historical, and

Biographical statements in particular is the use (either

actual or Implied) of literary terminology such as symbol,

imacci, plot, theme, climax, and the like. The statement

He takes his hat because he is a man should probably be

designated Psychological, but the statement Taking his hat

symbolizes that he is a man is probably Literary, providing

that the context of the statement Is appropriate.

2. Another important cue for determining Literary statements

and for distinguishing them from other types of statements

is the context in which the statement occurs.

3. Paraphrasabie statements are always designated Literary

statements.

4. Although there are several types of literary statements

(i.e., symbolic, generic, evaluative, etc.) the TACL Instru-

ment does not provide for a systematic subcategorization of

them. Rather, the different types of literary statements

are cues for identifying the subcategory of Literary state-

ments itself.

5. In order for a statement to be designated Literary, the

speaker must explicitly indicate by his language, by the

implications of his language, or by the context In which he

speaks that he perceives the literary character or event as

an imaginative construct of the author. If the speaker falls

to distinguish between fictiOnal characteri and real people

and between fictional events and actual events or If the

speaker indicates that the character or the event In the

'literary work functions as a real person or an actual event.

functions, then a Literary designation is probably not appropriate.

6. Statements about the techniques of writing and

process (how one writes).are designated Literary.

7. Stance.designations frequently shift in passages designated

Literary as the speaker moves from the description of a
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literary concept, such as point of view, symbol, and fore -

shadowing, to the effect that the literary concept has on

the reader. Although the Stance designation changes, the

Subject designation remains Literary, so long as the focus

of the discussion remains Literary, as Literary is defined

in this study.

8. References to the concept of literary symbol and to hov it

works are designated Literary. Frequently,.however, when

the discussion shifts from the symbol itself to the meaning

or the significance of the symbol, the Subject designation

shifts from Literary to whatever Subject designation applies.

9. Literary designations are of two main types. There are those

which relate to the critical analysis of literature, and

there are those which relate to the craft of writing, that is,

to the techniques of the writer. A majority of the Literary

statements obtained In this study are of the first type.

Normative Statements

1. An important and perhaps an essential cue for determining

Normative statements is the use, either actual or Implied,

of such terms as should, or ought, or their equivalents.

2. A distinction should be made between Normative statements

and Literary statements which are evaluative In nature.

Normative statements concern human conduct, values, and

ethics; evaluative Literary statements concern artistic

worth and quality. A work of art can be positively evaluated,

can be determined good or worthwhile, without necessarily

Implying normative value In the sense that the term is being

used in this study. Of course, one dimension of evaluative

judgments may be normative considerations; but these considera

tions In the TACL Instrument are not considered Literary state-

ments. Literature:1s good or worthwhile. for some reasons

which cannot, be designated Literary, as Literary Is defined

In-this study. .. (--

3. Many discussions involving literary, psychological, socio.

r-!4Atttureli%htstoticeifi..anIllptillosophical topics assume In
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Implied and unstated ways a prescriptive or normative character.

However, in this study these implicit normative implications

are insufficient to warrant a Normative designation.

4. There are certain patterns or procedures of literary interpreta-

tion and analysis which are normative in nature. Although

there Is no evidence, thus far, to indicate this type of literary

analysis in the secondary school, it seems important to con-

sider such an occurrence. in cases where a iterary Interpreta-

tion and analysis demonstrate this normative character, then'

the Literary designation takes precedence over the Normative

designation. However, statements under consideration must b

clearly'associated with and identified by a literary frame of

reference for this kind of designation to occur, In these

cases numbers I and 2 under literary Statements in this list

Importantly apply.

Psychological Statements
.

I. Statements concerning the psychological,aspect$ of the creative

apt (why one creates) and certain effects literature may 4eve,

particularly such notions as the therapeutic end Cathartic"

uses of literature, are.designated..Psycholaigical statements,

In the TACL Instrument.

2. In many Instances speakere-fell-to distingilskbetweekredi

People and fictional, characters and, treat a ohm-seer in

as if:he were a real person capablo,ofirotIng and

responding in,weys that t,real person acts and responds.

In Most initances these statements' ire designated* NycholOgicali

See-Number 5 underititerary Statements4

Statements whichdamonstretwanthropomorphiClendenoles by.,-

aseigninghuman psychological attributes to animpls end Ins

animate object* are designated,Psychologicai-mtetemonts

There arctertain patterns or procedures of Interprets.
lion an0Aanalysielohich are psychologlear14,netureithough

there :1 s. eVidencet far, to-indicate type of 'Star .110

anfitY$1$10ile secondary. school =,. t seemOMPOrtanttor.000a0,'

. such _an -occurrenc** AR, t040, I itiOrtiOlitfrpret#1641,
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and analysis demonstrate this psychological character, then

the Literary designation takes precedence over iha Psychological

designation. However, statements under consideration must be

clearly associated with and identified by a literary frame of

reference for this kind of designation to occur. In these

cases numbers 1 and .2 under Literary Statements In this list

Importantly apply.

Sociocultural Statements

1. There are close Parallels betweenPsychological statements and

Sociocultural statements. An essential difference, and a

crucial cue, results from, the fact that in the TACL Instrument

Psychological statements focus upon the Individual himself.

Sociocultural stotements,, on the otherhand; focus upon.thC,

individual's association, his processes In group situations,

and the mechanisms that he and. society develop and.uscto

fecilitate these associations and processes.

In many instances speakers. refer to Owel attitudes toward,*

ilfe which in this Instrument are deSignated Sociocultural'

statements, when they do not explicitly indicate psychological

or philosophical consIderations. These instances-are often

cued by such phrases as That!t,

how life Is, and the like.

3. There are certain patterns or procedures'ofilterary interprets=

tion and analysis which are sociological or, cultural' in'nefurei

Although there ,Isno evidence, thus fee, to IsdicStelhis-tY0

of literary analysis in i'he-secondar'Y ichooliAt &Some important

to consider such an occurrence. In cases where,ellterary

Interpretation and analysis 04eqostretethis sociological or

cultural characteri then the Literary desigaation'takes preced

enceover the Sociocultural designation.. However; statements

under consideration.-must be clesrltettc?clated with nclii10100led'-

by a literary. freme'of reference-for this 'hind-of disignettort,

to occur. In,thesecaseS numbers 1 end tisnderA*ery.Sier,

nit this lis1-1mportentlY oppty..
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Historical Statements

1. In the event that statements concern the historical develop-

ment of a particular field of study such as literature,

psychology, sociology, philosophy, and the like, such state-

ments.are to be designated Histerlial rattier than the designa-

tion of the field itself. It is important to note here that

there Is a distinct difference between literary history and

literary interpretatien'and aneiysis which is historical In

nature (number 2 below). Again, there is little. possibility

that such matters will be considered in the secondary school,

but anticipation is warranted.

2. There are certain patterns or procedures of literary interpreta-

tion and analysis which are historical In nature. Although

there Is no evidence, thus far, to indicate this ty0i-of

literary analysis in the secondary school, It seems important

to consider such an occurrence. In cases whore a literary

interpretation and analysis demonstrate this historical

character, then the Literary designation takes precedence

over the Historical designation. However, Statements under

consideration must be clearly associated with and identified

by a literary frame of reference for this kind of designation

to occur. In these cases numbers 1 and 2 under Literary State-

ments in this list importantly apply.

Biographical Statements

1. In the TACL instrument the evente.that.occurin.thepfe of 6,

charecter'in the selection' being studied are designated Pare-

phresablerend.Literery itateMentsvtherefOroi,:the blography:.Of

a flotionO.character, as recorded In thetext of,tha.seleotion,

is not to be deSignet*VBiogrephIcel.. ,There-Aretimesihowf:

ever, when readers May-epeCulatO about past or future events in

a charaoter'SAlfa or :about events not actual,iy.depiffied in

the selection. being studied. ' At thaw .ties reisderilite, In

facto', creating a biography,- for. the f lctional rcharacter; -and
occasions, activities,, and discussions such es-these are desigi!;,-

nated::as :Biographical statements. A goOd.exeMple.:(Wsuch a;
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discussion is the speculation by many literary critics as to

whether or not Lady Macbeth and Macbeth had children. There

is no concrete evidence In the drama to indicate that they

have had children. Likewise, there is no way to'prev4mIt%

readers from speculating about matters such as these.

2. In certain situations, under certain conditions, and ,with

certain authors the events depicted in a selection' being dis-

cussed have biographical significance in terms of the author

of the selection. Experiences and actions of a character may

parallel or reflect in many ways the'actual experiences and

actions that the author has had. Discussions which deal

directly with these relationships between en author's experiences

and actions and a character's experiences and actions should

be designated Biographical. Steinbeck, in "Flight" at least,

does not appear to be stressing or usingsuch reletionshiPst-

therefore, these discussions are not often In evidence in the,

transcriptions which are used for this study.

3. Biographical statements In reference to the reader of the select,

tion must apply to actual events or actions in the reader'S

past or present life. Hypothetical speculations abOiit.what

14-Might do iri:aa Certali(iTttiationare.to:be deSignotedjii-1:7:7

other ways. in many capes these speculations may receive

Normative or Psychological designations.becauss they-tend if):

indicate what a reader feels he ought to dO or what he feels.

he would do in such a situation.

4. References to an individual'S blographltare often used as data

for making psychological- observations. IlhereforeOhere Is In

certain situations er,close relationship betwesS,014taphical,':

and Psychological designations. Distinctions can be maintained:

by careful analysis of the ImPlicatiOnwof a.statementifthe

speaker Is emphasizing psychologicat impiicationsOf biographical

facts, then the PsyChological designetioh:tikos.Orecedence:st

that particular point when this emphasis' is detected.

5. There are certain patterns or procedures of literatvinterpre*.

flan and analysis which are biographical- 16,netureAlthough:'"

'there is no sv!doilee, thus, farto.10dittateTthiii-tsiPm Of'ttters
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analysis In the secondary school, it seems Important to con-

sider such an occurrence. In cases where-a Ilterary Interpretation

and analysis demonstrate this biographical character, then

the Literary dosignatlal takes precedence over the BlograPhical

designation. However, statements under consideration must be

clearly associated with and Identified by a literary frame of

reference for this kind of designation to occur. in these

cases numbers 1 and 2 under Literary Statements in this list

importantly apply.

Philosophical Statements

1. Because Philosophical statements are second order considera-

tions, they will usually occur in association with, or as

IscIatable parts of, Literary, Normative, Psychological,

Sociocultural, Historical, and Biographical utterances. when

the utterance in question seems to shift from the particular

facts or content presented in statements to the statements

themselves and to what these statements entail and why and

how, then there is a strong Indication that philosophical

elements are being Introduced into the discussion in progress..

2. An IMportant cue for Philosophical statementsis the tendency

to look at and to analyze theatatement$ being made retSr

than tolook at the infOrmatIon communicetedlw the statements.,

3. Anotherimportant cue. s the 0,4sence of terms such as deitnt,'

t_one t the jutalsOntLin knowle49e, und,the' like.--

Statements which concern the process, of definItionsrffiredeSig"

nated Oh flosOphIcal, even though' the concepts or definitions '

14460 d I scu ssed are"' terary, p S y c t i t i r e t t ri nomst ve i-soc

cUltural,7 biographical, We' -

There are certain patterns orprooedures:oiliterary intorprotel,

tiOn end anelysit which are philosophical tit-nature'. Although-

there is no *video:4, thus' far, :41*: :I ndicate th s typwi of

literary analysts In the secondary, sOhool it seems toportant'

to eOhelder suckinvoctureenef.: in cases:. trAttergirY

Interpretation 00,4nelysis,domonstrate,tkierphlioeceolcal

charecterkjhon;the' i tersty:designstlelt takes, precedence over

I
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the Philosophical designation. However, statements under

consideration must be clearly associated with and Identified

by a literary frame of reference for this kind of designation

to occur. In these cases numbers 1 and 2 under Literary State-

ments In this list importantly apply.

Examples of Literary, No-mative,,Psychological, Sociocultural,

I:Istorical, Biographical, and Philosophical subcategories of the

Subject category follow.

Literary Stctements

(6b) Why does he set out for
town? (c) What happens? (d)

What things lead him to the
knife fight?

Intrinsic, Paraphrasable,'
Selection

(6e) Well, he's got this knife
which ho plays with all the time
at home. (f) And his mother
sends him to town for some
supplies. .(g) And he gets into
a fight in town and uses his
knife and kills this fellow.

Intrinsic, Paraphrasable,
Selection

(71a) interesting, the words of
that little bit of description:
flicked, the blade flew open,
thump, dug into the wood, the
hand quivered.

Intrinsic, InterpretiVe,
Selection

(81f) Him standing on the cliff;
I don't know, is kind of the
classic ending to a hero.,

intrinsic; Interpretive;
Selection

(82i) Also, I think thiS takes
ft* viewpoint-fatleasti think
Pt does anywaythat he Is the
villain.- (b)iAnd since we're. ipok-
Ing at, hilt 141,64000s
of him, end:tredonsie-. .

,other Onsaethatos after him;
we think: the hero beCause.
we don't-ftillyknOwwhat **(wed

(Paraphrasabie statements must
receive Literary designations.)

(The speaker is emphasizing
the effectiveness of the
languageAn the descriptiort
passage.)

(The speaker Is discussing an
archetypal, plot structure.)

(Although confused, the speaker
Is dincu$AIng the concept of
literacy, point of view. In
this passage the speaker Is
discusiing both thiupoint of
view that :the author employs
and the effect of this de-
cision okthe reader. As Is
often the case in literary
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In the town.
(82a) - intrinsic, Interpretive,

Selection
(b) - intrinsic, Interpretive,

Real

(86c) Old Steinbeck help prepare
for that?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(88c) You know the short story
can't go on forever, and that's
the only thing.

intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(89a) I think he prepared you for
It by every so often he lost some-
thing. (b) You know, somebody
losing his life. (c) And building
up.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(92a) It seems like some kind of
religious symbol.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(97a) I don't think it's
religious. (b) I imagine the
-family had a Bible and things
ilke that and they kept religion
In mind.. (c) But I don't think
that the dark shadows were tiny-
thing religious type of form,
because they didn't play that
mOch of a role. (d) Like It
wasn't really.. (e) They
didn't come In threes. (f)
There wasn't three or something
_like that, (0 ,Maybel that's
Jost a wrong, interorefition on
py part, but whenever .1 sea
p(19i0.1 book

canusually#'01a out t-three "'

discussions, the Stance desig-
nation shifts from Selection
to Real as the discussion moves
from the point of view to the
effect of tho point of view
on the reader. Nevertheless,
the Subject designation remains
Literary.

(The statement reads "Was the
ending of the short story fore-
shadowed by Steinbeck?")

(The speaker is referring to
the characteristic length of
the short story genre.)

(This passage is designated
Literary.. Howevervhad the
speaker proceeded to detail
the religious implications of
the symbol, that is, had he
proceeded to.e*olain the
religious meaning of.the
symbol, in all: likelihood the
statements which followed would
be designated Soclotultursi.)

(This OpisOdeAs a complicated,
but typiosi;:Literary eplsode.

The ePeeketi:litteOnflng. to
Identify ih symbol ic :meaning
of the derk:Wetchers* the
Stance desIgnatiOn.shifte as
the speakermOves:.ftom the-
operation:off,thesymbOljv

"F1194r1*.hre:000,040n
haw:17,11100c50000!60,'
y

970 'clOOS40.10,nOern the '

).OrY, OrOqi,qvn
0e ,

such Ighatacalv
*0004 J tetement.

4t4te 0000r-doeili
grey,
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Important things or something.
(h).Or three people or some-
thing where there's the number
three involved. (I) It.seems
to be the big three.

(07a-f) - intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(g-1) --intrinsic, Interpretive,
Artist

(11a) Because I know a lot of
emphasis was put on his long-bladed
knife that was his father's.

. intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

.(13a) In fact, the knife is a
symbol in the story of some
importance.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(29a) I think that's a good ques-
tion because it ties in with what
I suspect is the major focus of
the story. (b) The question of
manhood is obviously very im-
portant in the story: how Pepe
becomes a man, what a man IS,
and so on. (c) And obviously
that point about why he leaves
home, why he runs, instead of
staying put, is tied in with
that.

intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(58a) Old you notice that the
story Is very simple on the
surface?

intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(58d) The description is very
realistic.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(2a) We want to take a look at
this story "Flight" from the
point of view .of writers, eh?
(b) And there are two main

problems. I suppose, to the

writer *Ian dOolln0 with a
short story. (C)' One of..-

them is 'setting:the preblest

religious is to make a Literary
statement. If the speaker be-
lieved that the symbol is
religious and went on to ex-
plain why, these statements
in all likelihood would be
designated Sociocultural.)

(The key word is emphasis.)

(The speaker is referring to
the concept of literary theme.)

.

(2a.ls a Procedural statement
'end is, therffOto not 0q40.
flaitaTStanciv;and,SubjeCt:

dealtinatlelos and c re
celvaintrInslointarpratIva",,-
ArtlatICtiond. Literary deslg
naflons. ThiwireCalve'Lltarary
400 tIonc Oc.ause7'4004-i:00fee
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and the'other one is solving it.
(2a) - intrinsic, Procedural
(b-c) Intrinsic, Interpretive,

Artist

(13a) His traits are contrasted.
(b) it says he has "smiling" eyes,
but then he .has "sharp" cheek bones.
(c) And then he has a "chiseled
Chin, but then a "girl's mouth."

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection ,

(20a) We've got the situation set.
Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection'

(32a) Why do you think that Stein-
beck takes the trouble to tell us
how the father died and then how
Pepe died at the end? (b) Why
must we know where they're hit,
where they're killed.

(32e) - Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

.(b) Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Real

(38a) But the rocky terrain is
certainly. In the story. (b)

Steinbeck with all his detail
brings our attention to it.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(87a) Now why does Steinbeck not
just cut it, off pretty quickly
like Dave did? (b)'Why does he
extend it?'

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(91h.) That gives it a different
flow or varies the flow of the
story,,moves it In a different
pace. (I) And for that purpose
gives contrast, or allows con-
trast, to heighten the moments
of action you were talking about,
Hetti.

Intrinsic, byterpretIveo-
Artiet

to the craft of writing, to
the process of writing, or
to the techniques or charac-
terlstks of the writer's
craft. The examples which
follow are also representa-
tive of Literary statements
of this type. See Number 9
under Literary Statements.)

( "Situation" refers to the''
literary situation, problem,
or plot.)



Normative Statements

(54a) Do you think you ever
should have been (grounded'
by your parents)? .

Extrinsic, Interpretive,
Real

(54g) But grounding seems like
a waste of time.

Extrinsic, Interpretive,
Real

(40b) What should the parent do?
(c) Say,,well, that's okay.

Extrinsic, interpretive,
Real

(40f) Put him on restrictions.
Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(51a) You think that Mom does too
much for you then?

Extrinsic, interpretive, Peal

(66a) Why did youwant Pepe (the
Pepe of Glen's narrative outline)
to die?

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(66c) It just seemed appropriate
that he should die. (d) Because
1 don't think he was a man, you
know.

Extrinsfr. interpretive,
ArtIs.

. (114a) Do you think he made the
right choice?

intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(115g) Like Debbie said It,
realizing that he did a stupid
thing as a boy, even though
It had onlvAmin a couple of
days ego.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

.

(1240,1+ could be religious when

W19:-Sef: to ttle'Golden.:Gete, ,e0M4P"

bodii le going' to say. No11:04'
have anice hat here 00 that

44444* (ii iteid'couid
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(Statement 40a presents the
situation of a child who
breaks a parent's trust.)

(Statement 40f reads, "The
parent ought to put him on
restrictions.) .

(Statement510 reads, "Mom
ought not do too much for
you?")

(Statements 66cd receive.
Extrinsic and Artist desig-
nations because the speaker
Is referring to a character
In a narrative the'speaker .

has weittenc which he does
not explicitly,relate to
"Flight.")

(Stated somewhat differently,
these statements might bet
designated ilteraty, aa a

resuit.of the being an

elabeiation of:ths thOme of,
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be saying, "Be yourself" or something
along that line. (1) No matter what
you do to hide from yourself or hide
from other people, you know, you
still have to face your own guns
and your own conscience.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(4e) And everybody sort of ganged
up on him and said you've really
done a bad thing.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(112c) Because he deserved it,
for Justice, probably.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(19c) Or he used It Incorrectly
and then he lost it.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(41a) I think that's a bad relation-
ship, a bad thing. to do to your
own children.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(42d) She called him to come and
help, and you'd think that at .

nineteen he'd be taking some --

responsibility.
Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection .

(110a) You Can't depend on anyone.
(b) You have to do it yourself.

intrinsic, interpretive, Real

4126k):1 don't think you have to
be a man ore boy to prove whether
You can live or,not. (1) UthInk,

Other *V, you h00 the ability:

:A4C-t.W I: P9Wiltillklitva as

1009 05: 90,VK ;;?

10,00S1C, interprettve, Reel

(131b)A-think a roaCman,would,y
40,01" stayed and takeittheiocosm:
cpipacoll of killing a men, Instead

44V0p1pg.
Thita "rett'#4'figial

. .

404111010"..Vitik4

"Flight." But in this in-
stance the moralistic implica-
tions are so strong that the.
Normative designation takes
precedence over the Literary
designation.)

(Statement 4e reads "...said
you ought not have done such
a bad thing.)

(The key word Is incorrectad
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(133d) Everybody's got to do what
they think is right.

Intrinsic, interpretive, Real

Psychological Statements

(23a) Does It have something to
do with the problem of telling
when a boy becomes a man in your
own mind?

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(24d) There are so many ways (for
telling when one Is a man or has
reached maturity). (e) Like when
you're reaching puberty. (f) Or
gaining independence.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(39a) What things can parents do
to help prepare you for womanhood,
Cindy?

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(45a) Is this going to prepare you
for, let's say, being out and hav-
ing your.own place?

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(54r) I'd only think that for me
If I had come in and they started
grounding mo then I would have
found them a lot more resentful
and all, started to be bothered
about the way that they handled
things, so....

Extrinsic, interpretive, Real

(88g) You know, when you read a
novel you're tempted, more tha
tempted--1 usually yield to the
temptation-to skipping those
long passages.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(130a) No, a man would have been
more aware of the situation than
a boy.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(35o) I think that If somebody
called me a little chicken and
whatever else all the time, I'd
be slittle,upsetabout it' after
while, and 1 might wonder.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, !eal

(There is an impi
tendency In this
the Psychological
takes precedence.

!clt normative
statement, but
designation
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(22a) Yeah, I. really felt sorry for
him when he had to, you know, sort
of escape.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(49a) You did,feel sorry for him.
Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(5f) It's an awful sudden way to
become a man, I suppose.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(4c) When did you think hb felt
he'd become a man?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(6a) My idea is that he considers
himself a man when his mother
asks him to go to town.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(33a) 1 -think the mother seems
to psyche him out alMost

Intriiitic; InterpretIvo,
Selection

(62b) Any other qualities that
he seems. to be acquirlag;

Intrinsic,' InterpretiVe,
Selection

(62c) You'd have to mentioo
strength or courage.

IntrinistdvinterveAtIvs,
Selection

(12g) hie sort.. of sounds es If he

wants to grow up.tib-bs a man,
but he's not quIWtherayst.

:16-frtnsfq,: Interpretive,

Selectl*'

wol.t,T,. got .$ you boy
tooterOgon:the-brink of
Adulthood.

''Intrinsic; interpretive}
10140flon

(6044:130 -*Dams Ito bfr :4,0 ng

rather tough,:ibr'-hes +roof
4.0 tinpross-hi$ younger SISter

brOttter.

kntorbretly$,Sean-
,

1140:ilia! fpcoctfr
idio+110711/$* ig.r.fix*!iejtt

that's. Oy:h sAnstInoti for.:
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survival were so strong.
Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(20b) I was just going to
say that he was thrust into
manhood sort of unexwtedly.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(21a) He seemed to have led such
a sheltered life.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(130d) Pepe accepted that fact,
more or lass. (e) Like, he ac-
cepted that he had to fight if
he was going to 11%4).4-

intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(37e) I think his mother sort of
hindered his development into
manhood because she sort of
stressed the fact that it was
more like a matter substance,
sort of like the topic of
freedom. , .

Intrinsic -InterOietivi,
Selection

(35f) She's sort of the dominating
figure in his life. (g) He's
sort of hanging on to her apron
strings.

Intrinsic Interpretive,
Selection

(38a) I was Just going to say
that It's sort of a repressed
anger that he's trying to get
out, Ilk*, now, you know, sure
he let his mother call him names,
but anybody else.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(47a) I think,he Is'usIng the
kelfe,'Ilke, for power.

Intl inac) 1040retive!
SeloOtac

(41:40)- 14 ItA learns -fast.
Aatiblosloo-100peelre,-
:44l46100

terf-vra,..l
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Sociocultural Statements

(27i) Technically, you're not con-
sidered a man until you reach the
magic age of, I guess, It's eighteen
now. (b) You're reallv not con-
sidered adult unill you've reached
that.

--Extrinsic Interpretive, Real--

(3d) It's sort of, like the question
is really sort of critical of society
when you can Judge yourself and what
you're worth by the other people
around you.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(43d) Like, you know, there are
always going to be restrictions.
(o) And If you don't do as you're
supposed to or what, you know,
people won't let you get your way.
(0 You're going to be put back a
few steps.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(47e) Perhaps they WI you about
the .coldvcruei world,'or that--
Jungle out. there.

Extrinsic, interpretive, Real

(49e) You know like, some guy
selling me an apartment or some-
thing for two bucks down, you
know, a month. (f) A great
Idea, you know, and when-i go
there It's a holein the ground
or Something.`.

Extrinsic,.-Interpretive, Real

(50b) I think one Of-the best
*things * parent can teach yott Is
money resp**sIbIllty4',:40.Y04,
k n o V i 'the .;8!* ltie. of l'he ar
b0041u1010:k*olo4,1,..,-

Reel.
*Ii).1*'! If r- erivOttAtig

WWI-0# fQ'14100 Os .pc94
,,t4,111404erl 4i:leiret

eJ
-;#;140**Otr-445-`109-i Attlift";"

'AY
A: 01W

.t4000 J,And:i0eplre-,,

saai`
_

-4 _OW

(The speaker is referring to
the social or legal require-
ments of adulthood; hence,
the statements are desig-
nated Sociocultural. Reference
to physical, or psychological

qualities of adulthood are-
designatedPsychologIcal.)

(These statements present a
general attitude about ilfe
or about-the human condition.
In general, such statements
are designated Sociocultural,
In certain contexts with dif*
Went emphases Literary or
Philosophical detivations
may take precedence.)

? 4-

etrlee In
,r,
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(126d) You make a mistake when
you're young, and you're beat
sometimes and you don't got
another chance. (e) Because

society rules over you.
Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(91a) Isn't it against the Catholic
religion to commit sti,cide?

Intrinsic, IntervItive, Real

(32c) 1 think society sees a.
different thing.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(I6d) What do they call Mexicans?
(e) Whatever they call them.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

'(I6g) What was he...? th) What
would he-be calling Pepe?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(36d) But,:I don't- think they,,h0d.'

-.the, kind;offimtly where ,It:wes

en o .1110!01444100ifilW 7)0(:-

Afttn,(Wilif#preilvocr:
40100*0:

OW,
ItC

(The speaker.isreferring to
derageory.nameS.One.might
cell a MexICan or a member of
another minority group to en-
rage or to embarrass him.-
The they..refers.to, o universal

tket.or:otend.nottOndlvld-
Ws in to
the stetemenf-receives t.Real
designetiOn.-. This utterance
1 f 1 ustrates the Olten'tto$0

relationship between $0clo-
cultura4'and Psychological'.
statements.* :Corogatory nome-
calling resuits-from, soclel:
systems and ethnic prejudice;
hence, It is a soolocultdrer
conceptl,-The,tect:tilet name.
ceiling filtruPts'and upsets:.
the Individuerfow46m the
names ered 'reef:Coe:44e, the-,
individual reverts' tO' heft,

ealling'is a psychcitogleel
Issuilit would receives,
-PsYchologiceVdesi loft:

Moan, the A ar0,44f00414"

but _1ft this cease . the to, ,

Mors laccelvrecter ,lev:the
selection studledi. hence
--the'statementreceivoce
$41411.0444isignifJo04,'

00101,10tItUtIOniOde":
the 4011 ,4;.1641c44.$000:.i
cOlturet:001' Mods./'

~"!

.
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(33a) That's sort of how the country
seems to treat their people there.
(b) They always seem to get them
`for good.

Intrinsic, interpretive,

Selection

(135a) Is his nationality the same
as the others-In-the town?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(29a) Maybe this is what their
society did. (b) You know that
the role of parents is such that
you don't.prepare.

. Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(78g) But the rifle, that was just
fate that he lost that.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(103d) And.there you are going to
find that, sort of, the- government,
the form of law, Is going to 6e-
very, sort of, slack or lenient.
(e) Like there isn't going to be
a sot one.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(97a) I imagine the family had a-
Bib a and things like that and
they kept religion In mind.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(510)" He was a fugitive, a fugitive
of-justiCe.&, :

. :interpretive, _

(920 1)00'0 AI* Was dying- in,

_ ; het- kl I to:
-'*1000614A#tiorpe001W

444100014:=K-e

'100.

(Statement.78g presents a
general attitude about life
or about the human condition
wIthout-Ilterary or philosophica
Implications; nonce, it is
designated Sociocultural.)
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As a result, the Historical subcategory could have been eliminated

without restricting the analysis in any important way. However, the

category has been retained for several reasons: to accommodate the

very few Historical statements whith were made. and to anticipate the

possibility that other transcriptions might capitalize upon the

historical-Implications-of-literary-study, -01anyAuthoritles. on literate

ture study, some of which are cited in Chapter 2, speak to the impor-

tance of literature in transmitting information about one's past and

one's heritage and of the relationships between the study of litera-

ture and history. Although the transcriptions gathered thus far .

Indicate that this point of view Is not emphasized In the classroom,

other transcriptions may reveal such emphases. The fact that a

relatively modern short story is usedas'the basis for distUssion may

be a factor determining the absence of:historical,emphases.- Using

another literary work, a classic perhaps, may have stimulated discus

stone with greater historical emphases.

(132a) When was this written, this
story?

Intrinsic, interpretive, Real

(132b) Well, a lot of these stories
Were written In the thirties, late
thirties.

Intrinsic, interpretive, Real

What's the year this is taking place? (This statement 004*th0$0.that
followlow 1106.1: token.: from a .tram

time I would guess the 19201s, but
scription'of'a dlecussiOn'Of

I'm not exactly sure, another short story, rThe-
Well, they Were'Aitill fighting Leader of the People." -' They

Indians in the Stites. are. e lee of- Historical
itetements;:, veri they

-In the 1920's? have not been categOrlied 10.
Well, in'the 1680's which would the other categories, nor
have been when grandfather was have they been given episode,
telling about his life back then. n _rOnd statement letters ?

Olographlool,ostoment$

(541- I 'don't -know, *With ing You
folk -albs:Wt. ,111- f fop:int- from ,the
-ieyN1)410,,(01.1401,10 never=

gro, Ondoc.1 *filar eItbet i-_ and

ti#104 Oh -An:toll,* (we 11041

<",;;'

),
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(55f) ()Ike I'm not sure hoW'my
parents went about doing it, but
I know I come In when 1 know,

more or less, I should come in.

. Extrinsic,, Interpretive, Real

(44b) Well, I know that if I came

In late. (c) You know, I know that

the-Next -week-then-l-wOuldn't-be
able to go out. (d) So I would

come home" at the right times)
(e) 'Sometimes.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(54d) Because thet's Wand my own
thing. (e) Becaute my parents
have never done that.

Extrinsic, interpretive, Real

(15f) And, you know, If I'm going
into town.... (0) Well, I don't.,

went to talk aboUt myself, but. If.
I'm going Into town, 1 don't say,
"well, gee, can I wear my blue Jeans
and my Jean - Jacket," yo',IkAOW

intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(17d) You know, even when my friends
drink, or at least this Is whotOve
heard, when they drinki; someone'calls
you a baby.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(89d) BUt I was always hoping that,
you know, that he'd get out of there
and I always. thought, well, maybe
he might, you know.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(2a) Both of them are written by
Stein beck.

-IntriWc, Interpretive, Reil

,,(050):4464 thought, "Oht. we i I,
bets gaing to- run. out ofWI lets
-sncl get;e04,1:11 t/:,4014kr,orm)00.!'-

11040t' s': --
ntlk nsl interOrst

(Statement: oe and -1140:-

to I kow .6rs :dos Ignsted,Ologrsokt
1011, th accoroqcOlfh,N100
1,uhdot 't

for a 41

tk. twoOli,est*A
'byli

b
$10t oor.44twoyi 0

fetlt*,4*,

i,InfetOritiv46-
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(79a) He could of, he could of chosen
his death. (b) He didn't hive to
die off the rock. (c) He could
have died along the way when he was,
like, at first when he was riding
his horse, he. kept looking back
for them, the dark men or whatever
they wore called.

Intrinsic; 'interpretive,
Selection

(117c) What could have happened to
Pepe?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(117d) Well, he could have gotten
away and been successful.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(29b) Like if she had told him that
when you get to the city watch for
this, watch for this, and watch
for this.

intrinsic,' interpretive,
Selection

Phliosophical:Statements

(13a) Do you think he was Justified
In believing it?

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(130) 1 don't think'he was-.
Justified In believing it be.-
cause his actions were sort of
like a child.

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(12d) Well; I don't think it's
believable in that cases.

Antrinsici-intarptetive, Real

(806) --XeSv-tvut-
_ Ayou'!.1000---

thinotomiw,
iftOlvjot -absence 6f*Its!h
100-q!000441.001'4'''"-
10#10 c_onterpritivoi A1001-

(The implication of this state...
moot, according to its context,
Is 1 doret thinh.P0o0 Is

tifi n has off lent
Ince or I v ng'that

,Hencelt:(4
designat#Ohl t WOO
(TliCspeake0*,examining
the 0811.11.14 ofthf: word
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(102a) I don't quite understand
what you mean.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(8e) it's the simple question that
it sounds ilke.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(85a) I think those read, particularly,
don't contradiCt necessarily what you
said. (b) But I think you'd have to
kind of modify that.

Intrinsic, interpretive, Real

(97b) I don't follow you.
Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(76a) You know, I can't see your point.
Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(28a) How does that fit Into yours
(concept of maturity)?

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(28b) I suppose it really isn't
valid. (c) Being a man, that's
an awful hard thing to define.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(29a) Manhood and maturity are
tied together.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(32d) Our society here will see
a different thing, will have a
different definition of a man,
than I will myself. (e) I

think In most cases the individ-
ual will have his own definition.

Extrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(31g) Possibly thit could be
Steinbeckis definition or part
of a definition, I think. (h)

Of what manhood is or the-
drastic change be n being a
boy .and being a man.

Intrinsic; Interpretive,
-Author

, ,;

(310- Me sa inel)Y, 14 ge, 10

of; OS
In sliOre

6 (0),W6440600,61.6to .

-11061i4, interpretive, Real

(The key words here art valid
and define.)

(The context of the statement
forces the statement to be

reed as MAnglImLingmlbt
are conce tuall related.
Hence,ifisaPhilosophIcal
statement.
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Unclassifiable Statements

Because there are certain occasions when categorical designa-
tions cannot be made in one or more categories, the TACL Instrument
makes provision for Unclassifiable statements.in each of the four
major categories of the instrument. Generally a statement is desig-
nated Unclassifiable

forOwof_the.following-three reasons,-
_

the statement is noisufficlently complete to permit categorization
In one or more categories. Second,, it is phrased, by design or by
chance, In .such a way that openendedness or vagueness:obviates against
making a categorical

decision, particularly In the Subject category.
Third, it indicates a subcategory not included in the Instrument.
Although the TACL instrument m akes- provision for Unclassifiable-state
ments, the need forusing this provision hat arisen very Infrequently
In reference to the transcriptions that have been submitted to analysis
in this study. ExampleS of Unclassifiable

statements folloW.
(79d) I thought....

(Thit statementand'thowthet.intrinsic, Interpretive follow re illustrative of the
first type-of Unclassifiable
statement,- Statement 19d:1;,
not sufficiently complete to.
8110W Stance and Subject desig-
nations,)

(91f) It's really....

intrinsic, interpretive, Real

q4c) So it's....

Intrinsic, interpretive, Real

(105a) It's again....

Intrinsic

(24b) Now do...?

Extrinsic, interpretive, Real

(114a) Well, I think It is connected
with the,11ne he draws between his
father, and the knife, and the
word inheritance.

Intrinsic,- Interpretive;
Selection

(Statement 9)f. Is not suf..
ficiently Complete to allow
Subject

(Statement 94c is not suf.
ficlently complete to allow
Subject designation.)

(Statement-1058,1s not suf*
ficlently let. to.allow-
Nature, StanC, and Subject
designations,)

(Statement 24b is not suf'
ficlently-complete to allow
Subject designetica4

ifitemenfliliCtivse. that
fol low are .1 I lutteetivw
second type OlDn101asslftahIC

sfifiOilis.'419!"sttuctlired
60- is0404which does.. 1*

*16010 AO kinf07,kti subject
40-10#106-0*tiw"00? Si*
Atif-ttio *re'



(4a) What were your reactions to
the story?

Intrinsic, Interpretive,
Selection

(lb) You may have noticed some
vague similarities between that
story and this one called "Flight."

Extrinsic, Interpretive,
Author

(116a) I think the whole bit about
him climbing the mountain is a
gradual process.

Intrinsic, interpretive,
Selection

(41e) There seems to be a whole
spectrum of feelings that I felt
In the story.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(94e) It seems like, you know, In
biology you have to figure.

Intrinsic, Interpretive, Real

(040:1S Monterey,Wkekicot,',-
-10tOn04,AnterOrefiv00,,Real__

the teacher when introducing
a new topic for discussion and
may belndicative of a pedagogical
maneuver. Often the student's
response indicates a Subject
desighation, but this Indica,.
tion does nototecessarily
clarify_the subject .ores that
the teacher may have had in
mind. In statement 114a the
nature of the connection is
not clear; hence, the Subject
designation cannot be made,

(The nature of the reactions
is not clarified; hence, the
Subject designation is
Unclassifiable.)

(The'nature of vague similarities
Is not clarlfiekhonce, the
Subject designation is
Unclassifiable.)

(The nature of the gradual
process Is not clarified;
hence, the Subject designa
Igoe Is Unclassifiable.)

(The nature of the feelings Is
not clarlfieds hence, the
Subject designation Is
Unclassifiable.)

(This statement and,those.
that follow are illustrative.
of the third tyre of Oncjessi-
flable stet te. -They aro-
stetetoenti witlohjediCete.0

sOcetegory whichls_nelt*
Jediudedeor.needed,le:tho
instrumentetement 94e
aPPIW4OIVA11044,4 $900

/5100'041°101041'40.0011*!
;*.c titintec TherAit*

'ilotiihott;1*
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Episodes are identified and located on the transcription be-

fore the analysis and classification of individual statements begin,

even though in some instances the various categories are important

cues for identifying and locating episode! changes. Therefore, the

first step in'analyzing statements of a total discourse In a lesson

...(4.11terature is_theldentificationolocation,_and marking.of-episodes.-----

Criteria and cues for determining episodes are adapted from studies

conducted by Smith and Meux and are discussed on pp, 8890. In this

study episodes are marked by numbersi and statements within episodes

are marked by letters (i.e., la, lb, lc, Id, le designate the fire

statements of the first episode of a discourse).

Although episode and utterance designations occur before state-

ment designations are made, it should be noted In certain very cavil-

catad portions of aAranscription, statement analyses and'claSsificas.--

tIoni may influence or change the episode designations that have

previously been made. This study permits changes such as these, but

such changes are minimal.

Although the individual statements are loses for categorical,

designations, the information can be used to obtain utterance and

episode designations by determining the predominant subcategory desig-

nation of the several slatementsin utterances and episodes.,

.8olow is a passage -from a transcription to illustrate some of

the statements made in preceding paragraphs.

:.Teacher: (tie) He Said, "see, Mima, I will be careful. I am a-
men." when she was sending him off.

Rob: (12a) Sufi donit'thInk-lo'really believed it.

Teacher: (b) You dOn't think he 4-elleved It?

Rob: (c) No. (4) Nell;-!' don't think It's believable in that
case. (e) He might,have believed It, but-itseems....v4Y-
(f) He reacted....

Teacher: (13a).00-You think he,ias Jaati:fied, in ballevlpg

Rob:- (b) NO. ,:(0) 1. ho;wo$. jutOlf believing
It because his actions'' ere 0:0114
You know, -relief I 01.0(04_00;1k 041040410V 040,4,'-
wear ,thilltif'witti:,+WbAndr.' Of whatever. `0
,:)k)t-P00$410#94totowq1440i
to 1701KAbouf ': t o u t : It', VIC going 't

doWt.1140Wer f044i'etih4;,

:400.04
011.4-00'-

1-41fto0A

6/47 d

Pages 133-137 exoluded by
-author.
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The passage quoted above contains three episodes (11, 12, and

13), six utterances (11a, 12a, 12b, 12cf, 13a, and 13b-h), and fifteen

statements (11a, 12a, b, c, d, e, f, 13a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h).

The statement designations of the passage are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4

STATEMENT DESIGNATIONS

ST POS NAT STA SUB

11a In Para Sel Lit

12a In in Sel Psy

b In Int Sel Psy

c In Pro

d In int Rea Phil

In Int Set Psy

f In Int Set Psy

13a In Int Sol' Phil

b In Pro

in int Sel Phil

d In Para Sel Lit

e In Int Rea Blo

f In Int Rea Blo

g In Int Rea Blo

h In Int Sel Phil

Utterance designations arp,obtaineyidentifying:the predon.

Anent subcategory designation of the individual statements of the

utterance, The utterance,designations of this passage are presented.

111i :table 5:1 In Table 5 the Sub JeCt ciesIgnc,iflanl§f.:uttlieance 12c..fend the

Stance designation of utterance 13b-h areracOrded Pay/Phil end:Sal/Rae,

respectively because each contains en equal number_ oOtatemeotlk: wiffru-

,---PsychologIcM, Philosophical, SalectfOnV000fleafAesignatiOnsi.,_

Episode designations are obtained by Identifying-,the

IMO subcategory designation of theAndk41000*1140* of tlis

-401sode. The 4$1114 diiig41.10*Ore:proientedin,lable

Table 6 thlzSOject:deSignation 44:gpisoda,131S'recOr#04
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because it contains an equal number of Biographical and Philosophical

designations.

TABLE 5

UTTERANCE DESIGNATIONS

UT POS NAT STA SUB

lie In Para Sol Lit

12a In Int Sel Psy

12b In Int Sel Psy

12c -f In Int Set Psy/
Phil

13a In int Sel Phil

13b-h In Int Sell
Rea Blo

TABLE 6

EPISODE DESIGNATIONS

EP POS NAT STA SUB

11 in Para Set Lit

12 In Int Sel Psy

13 In Int Sel Bio/
Phil

There are no set procedures for determining categorical desig-

nations of statements. However, several, suggestions and guidelines

for proceeding can be noted at this time.

First, the coder, In this case the investigator, Is familiar

with the literary selection being discussed in the total discourse,

In this Instance John Steinbeck's short story "Flight."

Second, the coder reads the total discourse completely several

times in order to get impressions of the character and flow of the

discussion.

Third, because the coder uses transcriptions on which utterances

Can be identified-and which episodes have been'previously identified

and marked, he works with individual episodes and utterances as he
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determines categorical designations for individual statements. As he

categorizes individual statements, he considers carefully their relation-

ships to other statements and to the utterances and the episodes in

which these statements occurs Speakers' names and the content and the

structure of the literary work being discussed provide other kinds of

continuity which are helpful to the coder.

Finally, although there Is no precise sequence for determining

the several kinds of categorical designations, It has been this inves-

tigator's experience that the sequence generally occurs In the order

that the four categories have been discussed; that is, one generally.

moves from Position, to Nature, to Stance, and to Subject. There are,

of course, exceptions to this pattern. There are occasions when one

category is strongly cued and when it,suggests other categories accord-

ingly. There may be occasions when some determinations must be post-

poned until other designations of an utterance or of an episode have

been determined. In most instances these omissions and postponements

can be completed later, although this Instrument allows for an mere.

slonal Unclassifiable statement, if evidence and cues are inadequate

or contradictory.


